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Assignment for Class: 1
st
                   Session: 2021-2022 

Assignment: FA 

SUBJECT: ENGLISH 

LESSON NO: 03 (READY, STEADY, GO) 

Q.  Difficult words (learn spellings) 

1. tummy   

2. shake   

3. around   

4. touch  

5. swimming  

Q  Frame simple sentences of the given words:     

 

   Word       Sentence   

1   sky   The sky is blue 

2   jump   She can jump high 

3   hands   My hands are clean  

• Bookwork of page no 48 and 49  

• Reading of page no 50 and 51  
 

 Write T for True or F for false.            
i. Most birds build nests.           True 

ii. Some birds can swim         True   

iii. A penguin can fly, but it can’t swim     False   

iv.  A duck can swim and fly       True   

  v. An ostrich can fly           False   

• Silent “e”  words page no: 53  

• Some words have silent “e”   

• Example (circle silent “e” in each word)  

• time,  smile rope name cake same home   

 Change silent “e” into –ing words:     ( page no:53 )   

1. come – com +ing=coming 

2. smile - smil+ing=smiling   

3. bake - bak+ing=baking   

4. shake - shak+ing=shaking   

5. care - car+ing=caring   

6. love - lov+ing=loving    

 

PRONOUNS:   
The words that are used in place of nouns are called pronouns.eg. he, she, we, it, they etc 

This is my father .He is a doctor.   

In this sentence “he” is a pronoun.   

 Fill in the blanks with suitable pronouns.   

     (she, he ,I ,it)   
i. My name is Ryan. I   am from India. 

ii. This is my mother. She  is a teacher.  

iii. I like my kitten.  It is very playful.   

iv. I love my brother. He is very naughty. 
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Lesson no: 6    All about bugs  

 Difficult words (learn spelling)   
i. insect  

ii. bug  

iii. antennae 

iv. web   

v. spider   

 Frame simple sentences    
i. wings:  A bird has wings.   

ii. legs: I have two legs.   

iii. butterfly: I saw a beautiful butterfly. 

 

• Reading of  page no:(100 and 101   

• Bookwork of page no: (102 and 103)  

• Reading of page no: 106-108 and discussing question /answers in classroom   

(for improving  listening, and speaking skills)   

 

Q1: How do bees help people?   

Ans: Bees help people by making honey for them.   

 

Q2: How do silkworms help people?   

Ans: Silkworms help people by making silk for them.   

 

Q3: How does a butterfly taste its food?   

Ans: Butterfly tastes its food with its feet.   
 

MY TEACHER 

i. My teacher’s name is Ms. ABC 

ii. She is very kind.  

iii. She teaches us well.  

iv. She is very punctual.   

v. I love my teacher   

 

 Verbs   
Action words are called Verbs.   

E.g.   
•Run   

•Eat   

•Walk   

•Shout   

 Complete the sentences using verbs:   
  Help box :( swim, writes, eat, bake, sing)            

i. I eat an apple every day. 

ii. I like to sing a song.   

iii. We swim in the swimming pool.  

iv. Tom writes a letter to his friend.  

v. We will bake a cake.   
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SUBJECT: SCIENCE 

Getting Materials Right: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Qno1: Choose the correct answer: 

 

1. Plastic is waterproof.  

a)  strong b) dull c) water proof 

2. Rock is rigid.   

a)  soft b) rigid c) flexible 

3. Rubber can be flexible.   

a)  flexible b) dull c) strong 

4. Metal is strong.   

a) weak b) strong c) smooth 
 

Qno2: Fill in the blanks: 

 

Help Box: 

 

1. Which material is used to make a key Metal 

2. Wood is a thing used to make a pencil. 

3. We get wood from tree. 

4. Plastic is smooth and shiny. 

5. Cotton is a fabric used to make clothes. 

 

Qno3: Answer the following questions: 

1. What are materials? 

Ans: Materials are substances from which objects are made e.g. metal, plastic, 

wood etc. 

 

2. Name some characteristics of materials. 

Ans: 1. Rigid 2. Flexible 3. Strong 4. Absorbent 5. Weak 

6. Shiny 7. Dull 8. Smooth 9. Rough 
 

 

 

Metal, w o o d , t r e e ,  shiny, cotton 
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3. Where does cotton come from? 

Ans: Cotton is a natural material. It grows on a plant. 

 

4. What is wool used for? 

Ans: Wool is used for making warm clothes like gloves, caps, jumpers and 

scarves. 

 

5. Write one word answer: 

a) I am transparent? What am I? 

Glass 

 

b) I can make cups and bottles. Who am I? 

Plastic 

 

c) I can cut vegetables and fruits. What I am made of? 

Metal 

 

d) I am used to make chairs and table. Who am I? 

Wood 

 

6. Correct the statement: 

1. The metal key is flexible  

The metal key is shiny. 

2. Paper is strong.  

Paper is weak. 

3. Rubber is rigid. 

Rubber is flexible. 

4. Plastic is absorbent.  

Plastic is water proof. 
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SUBJECT: MATHEMATICS 
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Formative Assessment 

(Page no:28)  

 

  

  

 

  

  

Bookwork page no:29 and 30

Page no :31  

 

  

  

  

  

  

Bookwork page no:32 and 33

Page no:34 
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(Page no 35 nad 36)

(page no. 37) 







(Bookwork page no. 38

(page no. 39) 


 



 

  

Bookwork page:40 and 41

Page no:42 
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Bookwork page no:43

Page no:44 
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